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Metaheuristics are the special branch of heuristic methods that can explore a whole problem space with different heuristic

approaches by a replicated intelligent iterative process. Normally, metaheuristics stimulate the natural evolution strategy

to produce convergence, which needs less parameters to tune for any certain problem. This is why metaheuristic has

been implemented to large instance NP-hard problems, which leads to a similar optimization like the exact methods.
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1. Firefly Algorithm (FA)

A new population-based metaheuristic in resolving questions related to continuous optimization is the firefly algorithm

(FA). FA was inspired by the simulation of the social light flashing behavior of the fireflies. Fireflies emit light and their light

intensity variation differentiates among each firefly’s identity.

The firefly algorithm follows these rules:

Every firefly will attract each other beyond considerations of sex.

A firefly having high brightness can attract a less bright firefly, and a brighter firefly has the scope to move to the next

position quicker than the less bright firefly. Eventually, the objective function can be considered as the light intensity of

a firefly.
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Here, Cx=cost function and Ix=light intensity

For two fireflies where the first one has less light intensity than the other, the first firefly moves in the direction of a

brighter firefly and updates the solution. The following formula can describe this event:
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where  = new position of firefly,  = mutation coefficient (takes the value 0–1);  = attraction co-efficient (normally the

value is 1;  = light absorption coefficient (value range is 0.01–100)). These values are recommended by the inventor of

FA .

FA has the ability to categorize fireflies into several small groups due to its inherent subdivision capability. This is the main

reason why FA can handle multimodal and non-linear problems so well. FA’s position updates the direction; on the other

hand, it is mostly single-dimensional as well as diagonal. In fact, FA cannot search in a regional direction, resulting in

increased computational complexity and poor diversification . So, several researchers have adopted modified FA with

incorporation of encoding mechanism in FA’s classical framework. For example, Trachanatzi et al.  designed a modified

firefly algorithm on a VRP to find maximum prize collection with a minimum carbon emission factor. This modified FA has

outperformed Differential Evolution (DE), Bat Algorithm (BA) and Gurobi optimizer claimed by the authors.

The basic framework of FA is illustrated in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Flowchart of the firefly algorithm .

2. Harmony Search Algorithm (HS)

The harmony search concept is derived by musicians looking for the best harmonious result in harmony improvising. The

improvisation method of musical harmony usually comprises three steps: first, selecting a suitable pitch of music from the

memory of the musicians; second, a pitch of music related to a reasonable pitch that is slightly tweakable and formulating

a new or random pitch. The aforementioned musical harmony improvisation strategy was first discussed by Geem et al.

. Similar to other nature-inspired metaheuristics, HS also replicates the elitist rule. A group of better-quality harmonies is

considered, and weak sets of harmony are withdrawn from the process. The process continues until any optimum

harmony is attained. The HS algorithm mechanism can be demonstrated by the following steps: initialization of harmony

memory, formulating new vectors for the new solution (applying a two-stage probability-based harmony memory). The HS

algorithm’s core tweakable factors are pitch adjustment probability (PAR) along with the retention probability of harmony

memory . Here, the PAR ensures the local search capabilities of the vectors around sub problem space. Eventually, the

recommended value of PAR has been stated as 0.1–0.5 and for HMCR is 0.7–0.95 by Geem et al.  for a wide number of

cases. Moreover, retention probability index HMCR has an important impact on optimality finding for HS algorithm. It has

been observed that the higher number of HMCR leads to having a better probability for searching optimal solution . The

small value of HMCR tends to provide precise solutions, but it takes higher computational time to provide that solution.

This is why choosing a balanced value of HMCR can really impact the performance of HS algorithm in different problem

instances. Figure 2 shows a visual representation of the harmony search algorithm mechanism.
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Figure 2. Framework of Harmony Search.

3. Bat Algorithm

The Bat Algorithm is a nature memetic algorithm introduced by Yang (2010). This metaheuristic approach follows an

echolocation-based technique including randomization, secondly updating the position along with comparison of the best

outcomes.

Many of the metaheuristic techniques have a common criterion as they follow a randomization process to update the

solution process in a certain dimension. Though in real life, bats move randomly to their food or prey; in a defined

dimension, their randomization value becomes skeptical .

In every generation, the bats provide the information of frequency and velocity and prepare a new solution. The update of

solution can be illustrated by the following equations
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where  and  denotes the minimum and maximum frequency of the bats while  represents the velocity of a bat at

time . Eventually, the Bat Algorithm follows the echolocation technique, which means whenever a bat is nearer to a prey,

the loudness factor  and pulse emission rate  is updated. The relation is vice versa whenever a solution update and

loudness value (A) decreases, and the pulse emission rate increases at a time. The following equations can describe this

phenomenon:
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In the above-mentioned equations,  and  are constants;  represents initial loudness and pulse rate consecutively.

BA’s working mechanism is represented in Figure 3.

Figure 3. Framework of the Bat Algorithm.

It has been observed that the Bat Algorithm has been evolved with several tuning in pulse frequency range factor with an

application perspective . Moreover, BA has a normal tendency to be trapped into local optima. To resolve this issue,

researchers have implemented several manipulations in standard BA, the like levy flight technique, instead of a

conventional step walk or swarm techniques in the local search stage and inertia weight for velocity update. Table
1 shows the pulse frequency setting preferred by different researchers.

Table 1. The different pulse frequency ranges implemented by the researchers for the Standard BA modification.

Authors Pulse Frequency Range

0–1

0–2

0–5

0–100

4. Cuckoo Search (CS)

The Cuckoo Search is an evolutionary algorithm that follows the trade-off between randomization and local search like

other metaheuristics. Having a minimal parameter to work with it, CS has been widely used by the researchers as it needs
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less effort for parameter initialization. Compared to other population-based metaheuristics, for example, GA, PSO, and CS

have shown improved performance for their simplicity in an algorithm-built nature .

The Cuckoo Search was evolved by X. S. Yang and Deb  through adopting an enhanced type of random walk, named

the Lévy Flight, rather than isotropic random walk. Several nature creations have Lévy flight behavior and inventors were

inspired by the performance of Lévy flights because it has infinite mean variance and has better exploration capabilities,

rather than standard Gaussian processes .

Having a predatory reproduction strategy of some Cuckoo species, the Cuckoo Search is the representation of brood

parasitism. In nature, some of the species do not build their own nests and rather than they choose nest from another

species to camouflage their eggs to continue their reproduction. In contrast to other birds’ laying eggs strategies, the

Cuckoo Search contains its individual trick to identify their eggs.

The standard Cuckoo Search has three distinguished rules, which activates the following:

Each cuckoo lays one egg at a time and puts it a nest selected randomly.

The best nests would follow the elitist strategy and best quality nest will carry forward to the following generations.

There would be a fixed number of available host nests and the egg discovery probability by the host bird can be

expressed as .

The Cuckoo Search follows an integration of a local random walk and a global explorative random walk where a switching

parameter  guides the walk. The following equation can represent the local random walk:
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where  and  are selected different solutions are sorted by random permutation,  is a random number from uniform

distribution along with s represents step size. As per the second strategy of CS, the global random walk will follow the

equation below:
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It has been observed that when the step size scaling factor , CS works more effectively and ignores excessive

exploration . A complete framework of CS algorithm will be represented by following Figure 4.
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Figure 4. Framework of the standard Cuckoo Search (CS) Algorithm.

5. Artificial Bee Colony (ABC) Algorithm

The Artificial Bee Colony (ABC) algorithm simulates honeybee drinking behavior and was applied to many realistic

problems. This optimization technique is used. ABC was proposed by Karaboga  and it is a part of the swarm

intelligence group of metaheuristic algorithms.

The ABC algorithm works in a certain way by having three different categories of bees assigned for the execution.

Consecutively, predefined bees tend to search around a food source or feasible solution. The onlooker bees measure the

objective function values and sort out the food source with respect to nectar amount. This metaheuristic technique also

has the elitist mechanism, as after a certain number of trials, if the function value remains stuck in the previous value, a

new food source has been added by the scout bees to formulate a better solution for a certain objective function . In

brief, the ABC algorithm performs three phases in every evaluation as follows: (1) employed bee phase or local search

phase, (2) onlooker phase, (3) conducting global search phase recognized as scout bee phase. Figure 5 describes the

mechanism of the ABC algorithm.
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Figure 5. Framework of Artificial Bee Colony Algorithm .

5. Bacterial Foraging Algorithm (BFOA)

BFOA is structured on a group foraging strategy from E. coli bacteria swarm instances. Bacteria prefer to look for nutrients

to thrive in a harsh environment in such a way as to enhance the energy obtained per unit time. A bacterial foraging

algorithm was proposed by Passino  from the natural phenomena of bacteria swarms. During the foraging process, a

group of tensile flagella initiates locomotion where E. coli bacteria can swim or tumble around the cell. While the direction

of flagella is clockwise, that particular flagella hold strictly a cell around it with having lesser tumble movement. On the

other hand, the counterclockwise direction enables quick swimming motion for the flagella’s better exploration.

6. NSGA-2 (Non-Dominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm-2)

NSGA-2 has been the most profound algorithm with respect to its application in multi-objective optimization. Basically,

NSGA-2 was the updated version of NSGA, which was first introduced by Deb et al. . Moreover, NSGA-2 was designed

to overcome the difficulties faced by the NSGA algorithm, such as more computational complexity, parameter tuning

difficulty, and the absence of perfect elitism. Due to the robustness of NSGA-2 while optimizing complex problems, it has

become the most popular approach in MOO.

NSGA-2 works on a random population and the solution gets enriched by the chronological iterations. The progress over

iteration can be expressed by the change of fitness value in each iteration. Later, the population tends to create the Pareto

front with non-domination sorting technique (where the first Pareto can be considered as smallest rank, and it is updated

as the cardinal way). Every single solution of the population can be expressed as chromosomes that can hold binary

values or real values. Then, each member’s Pareto front distance is calculated by the linear distance metric. NSGA-2

follows the elitist mechanism, which is why the crowding distance and both ranks should be measured in each population

by the selection operator. While selecting two members, the least ranked member was counted. However, if two members

hold the same rank, the member with the better crowding distance gets selected.

Normally, NSGA-2 adopts the same stages as Genetic Algorithms, such as selection, crossover, and mutation. Initially, an

offspring population, Q-t, is formulated from the parent population, P-t. To build an intermediate population of 2N, the

offspring population gets integrated with the parent population. In every iteration, fitness value is calculated according to

the objective function value. Later on, multiple members are selected through several selection criteria. This process

continues until the termination condition is occupied. At the end of the whole process, a set of nondominant Pareto

solutions are formed, which are the best at every aspect of a multi-objective optimization. The NSGA-2 algorithm is

illustrated in Figure 6.
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Figure 6. Framework of the NSGA-2 algorithm.
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